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ABOUT

Natalya does not claim that she knows everything, but she always reaches for the stars for her clients. Over the years of practice in business law, yoga and meditation, she realized that all those
could perfectly compliment and facilitate each other. In fact, business does much better and serves much longer when done in a balanced manner with a clear mind.
What People Say:

• Vitaly Kuchinskiy Subsurface Manager at Marathon Oil Corporation. “Natalia helped me with a couple of real estate projects in Ukraine. She is a knowledgable and sensitive adviser, who keeps
your best interests as a priority. Natalia was prompt in delivering the work product and diligent in supervising to see the project done. I highly recommend her as a business adviser for clients who
need step-by-step assistance to get the project done.”

• Illya Muchnyk, Legal Director, Finance, Projects and Restructuring at DLA Piper.

I worked with Natalia in DLA Piper where she advised on real estate transactions as well as on couple of other
deals. She proved to be reliable and trustworthy lawyer always giving practical advice. I can recommend her as a trusted legal and business advisor.

• Daniel Bilak, Chairman, UkraineInvest; Chief Adviser on Investments to the Prime Minister of Ukraine. I have had the pleasure of supervising the work of Natalia Meyer for two years while she was
an associate lawyer in the Kyiv Office of CMS Cameron McKenna LLP. Natalia is personable, intelligent, articulate, highly motivated and responsible. She inherently understands the tasks to be
performed and inspires trust and confidence in her abilities. She is meticulous and timely in the execution of her duties, and works well on her own as well as in a team setting. Natalia remains
calm under pressure, organises her own work and the work of others in a professional manner, and displays an authority and competence in difficult situations, which others around her find
reassuring. She leads by example through her hard work and diligence, and treats her co-workers and others courteously and with respect. I have no hesitation in recommending Natalia Meyer for
a professional position. She would be an asset to any organization.

• Yevheniy Deyneko. Managing Partner/Founder at EVERLEGAL / M&A and Energy lawyer admitted in Ukraine and New York State. I worked with Natalia on a couple of M&A projects where she
was involved as a real estate associate. She proved to be very diligent, reliable and attentive to detail as well as demonstrated very good analytical skills. I believe Natalia is a very good lawyer
who stives to excellence and is able to meet high demands.

• Steve Wherry. Vice President & General Manager, KAR FZE BAS, Ltd. I worked with Natalia while she was with Shevchenko, Didkovskiy and Partners. At this time she was a first year junior
associate out of law school. She was a member of the legal team representing Marathon Oil as we established a Ukrainian LLC and addressed all other facets of establishing a new business as a
foreign investor. While she did not yet have a breadth of legal experience, I was struck by her unbridled enthusiasm and commitment for her work. The partner she worked under had high
expectations and Natalia worked very well under pressure. She was responsible primarily for researching various real estate and energy issues and supporting the drafting of various commercial
real estate agreements. Her determination and diligence was evident then and continues as she made the decision to uproot, move to the US, complete a LLM and establish herself in the legal
community. Natalia possesses the qualifications and demonstrated competencies to become a competent and dedicated member of the most reputable legal teams.

Advised the following clients:

•

Geric Construction group, a Canadian real estate development company on international expansion of local
business.

•

Fidelis Realty, a Houston real estate development company on investment and acquisition of Best Buy.

•

ESTA Holding on $150 million acquisition of TSUM, iconic department store in Kyiv, Ukraine.

•

Eurasia Group, a major Kazakh investor, on $100 million acquisition refinancing.

•

Marathon Oil in entering Ukrainian oil and gas market.

•

Citigroup Global Market and Merill Lynch in connection with $368 million secured financing to a group of
companies, including the software department of Flextronics International.

•

A major Austrian bank in cross-border development financing, a US investment fund on a $190 million
acquisition of several land plots for greenfield warehouse development.

•

Maersk International in connection with the development of a container terminal on the Black Sea shore.

•

Green Gas International B.V., a global gas management and utilization company, on corporate, regulatory, and
energy law issues in connection with the company’s methane utilization program in Ukraine with a view to
producing heat and electricity as well as to the trade of emission reduction units;

•

KazMunaiGaz, the Kazakhstan state oil and gas company, regarding a joint venture with Ukrainian government.

•

a US investment fund on a $190 million acquisition of several land plots for greenfield warehouse development
in Ukraine.

•

PRADA Group in connection with the opening and operation of its first mono-brand boutique in Ukraine.

•

RAG (Rohöl-Aufsuchungs Aktiengesellschaft), an oil and gas company with headquarters in Austria, in
connection with the exploration and production opportunities in Ukraine.

